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POTENTIOMETRIC AND VOLTAMMETRIC STUDY OF THE 
FERRICYANIDE/FERROCYANIDE REDOX COUPLE IN AQUEOUS 
SOLUTION OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

OBJECTIVES: This experiment focuses on the electrochemical behaviour of 
anionic ferricyanide in an aqueous potassium chloride solution 
using cyclic voltammetry and potentiometry.  
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FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY. A STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF  
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE ON THE FLUORESCENT CAPACITY OF DYES 
AND THE ENERGY TRANSFER OF EXCITED RIBOFLAVIN MOLECULES 

OBJECTIVES: In the first part of this experiment, we will obtain the fluorescence, 
absorption and excitation spectra of a series of dyes from the same 
family; the intensity of fluorescence will be related to the molecular 
structure. In the second part, the energy transfer from an excited 
molecule (riboflavin) to a non-excited molecule (IK) will be analysed.  
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DETERMINATION OF THE SURFACE TENSION OF HYDROETHANOLIC 
MIXTURES BY THE DU NOUY METHOD  

OBJECTIVES: This experiment focuses on the measurement of the surface tension 
of binary mixtures of an alcohol and water. An equation relating the 
surface tension with the concentration of alcohol in aqueous solution 
will be established and used for the determination of the excess 
surface concentration of alcohol. 
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KINETIC STUDY OF THE PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF 
TRIPHENYLPHOSPHINE 

OBJECTIVES: A kinetic study of the photochemical oxidation of triphenylphosphine 
in organic medium will be carried out by measuring the remaining 
fraction of triphenylphosphine using reverse phase HPLC 
chromatography.  
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KINETIC THEORY OF GASES. PART I.  GAS VISCOSITY: ESTIMATION OF 
MOLECULAR DIAMETER. PART II.  DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR 
MASS USING THE IDEAL GAS LAW. 

OBJECTIVES: The diameter and the molecular mass of two gases will be 
estimated from the viscosity and the mass by applying the kinetic 
theory of gases.  
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QUANTUM-CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS. I.  GEOMETRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE.  I I .  ELECTRONIC SPECTRA. 

OBJECTIVES: The main methods for semi-empirical calculations will be introduced 
and applied to a set of molecules from the alkane, alkene, and 
aromatic families. The geometric and electronic structures of the 
molecules will be determined and the absorption spectra calculated.   
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1. Study of an oscillating reaction: the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. 

2. Potentiometric and Voltammetric Study of the Ferricyanide/Ferrocyanide Redox Couple in 
Aqueous Solution of Potassium Chloride. 

3. Fluorescence spectroscopy. A study on the effect of the molecular structure on the 
fluorescent capacity of dyes, and the energy transfer of excited riboflavin molecules. 

4. Determination of the Surface Tension of Hydroethanolic Mixtures by the Du Nouy 
Method. 

5. Kinetic Study of the Photochemical Oxidation of Triphenylphosphine. 

6. Kinetic theory of gases. Part I. Gas viscosity: Estimation of molecular diameter. Part II. 
Determination of molecular mass using the ideal gas law. 

7. Quantum-Chemical calculations. I. Geometric and electronic structure. II. Electronic 
spectra. 

8. Study of electronic systems with the Hückel method. 

9. Molecular modeling: structure and reactivity. 

10. The Parker actinometer. 

  



General objectives and working model 

Note: The general objectives and the evaluation method of the subject “Physical chemistry laboratory II” 
of the Chemistry degree can be found in the course guide available in the AV (virtual classroom). 

General objectives: The objective of the course is to provide the student with training in: 

• The use of instruments and equipment found in a Physical Chemistry laboratory. 
• The carrying out of experiments in some of the most important areas of Physical Chemistry. 
• The analysis of the results obtained with the deduction of logical conclusions based on the 

concepts acquired. 
• The elaboration of a laboratory notebook, as well as the writing of laboratory reports. 

Operational model and calendar: Student attendance to all sessions is mandatory. 

General warnings and cleaning in the laboratory: 

• Both at the beginning and at the end of the laboratory session, each student must verify that they 
have all the necessary material to carry out the practical. If this is not the case, they should 
inform the corresponding teacher. 

• The teacher should be informed immediately of the breakage of any type of laboratory material 
for him/her to replace it. 

• It is strictly forbidden to remove material from the laboratory. 
• Laboratory work requires scrupulous cleaning of both the material used and the workbench. The 

material must be cleaned before use and immediately after each operation. 
• At the end of each laboratory session, the student has to clean their workbench. The rubber 

pipette bulbs must be left full of air and never connected to the pipette. The burettes, after 
cleaning, should be left in the burette stand placed face down and with the key open. The student 
must check that all devices are disconnected. In the case of thermostatic baths used in practicals 
that need overnight incubation, the student should verify that the water level in the bath is 
adequate. The baths are always filled with deionized water. 

• The scales, after each weighing, have to be cleaned and tared to zero. 
• Concentrated acids must always be handled in the fume hood. If they spill, the teacher 

responsible must be notified immediately. 
• Water is a scarce asset, unnecessary waste must be avoided. 
• Mobile phones must be disconnected in the laboratory. 

 

Material needed: The student has to go to the laboratory with a laboratory coat, gloves, safety glasses, 
glass marker, and a notebook (never loose sheets) which will be used as a laboratory diary. Preferably, the 
notebook should have 80+ sheets of A4 size squared paper. 

 

Laboratory diary  

Each student must keep a diary in which they write down all the work done during the laboratory session. 
This notebook will be the basis, together with the outline of the practical, for the preparation of the 
practical report. Therefore, it is important to make detailed and organized notes. 

For each of the practicals carried out, the laboratory diary must include: 

1. Title and date of completion. 



2. Objectives of the practical. 

3. Brief theoretical introduction. 

4. Scheme of the experimental procedure. 

5. Preliminary questions. 

6. Experimental procedure. The procedure followed should be explained in detail, in such a way that 
someone else could repeat the experiment. 

7. Results: 

a. Experimental laboratory conditions. 
b. Experimental data. They should be presented in an orderly manner and, whenever possible, in 

numbered and titled tables indicating the quantities they contain and their units. The figures 
should have a footnote indicating what they represent and their units. 

c. Incidents that have occurred in the practical. 
d. Calculations necessary to achieve the objectives of the practical that will be briefly explained. 

8. At the end of each practical you must indicate the data obtained (objective of the practice) expressed 
correctly with units, errors (when possible) and a brief discussion. 

9. Post-laboratory questions. 

The notebook will be available to the teacher for periodic review and evaluation. Therefore, it is 
important that the student keep the notebook up to date in chronological order. 

 

Laboratory reports 

Each student must prepare a report of the practicals indicated by the teacher responsible. The structure of 
the report is detailed in the attached PDF file. 

 

Course Evaluation  

The overall evaluation will be carried out according to the following criteria: 

1. Continuous evaluation of each student, based on classroom activities, participation and degree of 
involvement in the teaching-learning process during the laboratory sessions: attitude, skills acquired, and 
laboratory notebook: 30% of the overall mark. 

2. Theoretical-practical tests consisting of oral and/or written examinations which shall include both 
theoretical and practical questions and problems: 40% of the overall mark. 

3. Presentation of the results: reports, and/or oral communication: 30% of the overall mark. 

To pass the course the student must obtain a minimum of 5.0 for the overall mark; in addition, the student 
must achieve a minimum mark of 4.0 out of 10 in each part. 

 



Committee of Safety in Laboratories      
20/09/2007         
________________________________________________________________________ 

BASIC SAFETY MEASURES IN THE LABORATORY 
 
PERSONAL RULES     

1. During the time in the laboratory, the student must wear a lab coat and safety goggles. 
Contact lenses can be very dangerous. Gloves should be used during the handling of 
caustic products.  

2. Long hair (chin-length or longer) must be tied back to avoid catching fire. 

3. Keep pathways and workplaces clear by placing extra items (bags, coats, books, etc.) 
inside the lockers. 

4. It is strictly forbidden to smoke or consume food or drinks in the laboratory. Do not 
taste or touch any chemical product.  

5. Wash your hands and take off your lab coat before leaving the laboratory. 

RULES FOR THE USE OF CHEMICALS 

6. Avoid skin contact with chemicals. Do not pipette with your mouth, use pipette fillers or 
pumps and use funnels to transfer liquids. 

7. If an acid or other corrosive chemical is accidentally spilled, the teacher should be 
consulted. 

8. To detect the smell of a substance, the face should not be placed directly over the 
container. Instead, by using your open hand as a screen, you can make a small amount 
of vapour reach your nose. The containers should be closed immediately after use. 

9. During the preparation of solutions, stir gently and in a controlled way to avoid 
splashing.  

10. Acids require special care. Handle them with caution and in the fume cupboard. If 
acid solutions are going to be diluted, never pour water onto them, but always the 
opposite, i.e. acid onto water.  

11. Before using any product, look at the safety symbols on the label in order to take 
appropriate preventive measures. 

12. When a substance is heated in a test tube, the open end of the tube should not be 
directed at any nearby person in order to avoid accidents. Take extra precautions when 
igniting lighters or other flames, and keep it burning only while strictly necessary. 

13. If there is no other reliable information, it should be assumed that all chemicals are 
toxic, and that all organic solvents are flammable and should be kept away from flames. 



RULES FOR THE USE OF EQUIPMENT 

14. When determining the masses of chemical products by means of a weighing balance, 
a suitable container should be used. 
15. Any place with instruments with electrical contacts must be kept perfectly clean and 
dry. Read the instructions for use of the instruments. 
16. Glass material should be checked for possible cracks, especially before use under 
vacuum or pressure. 
17. When heating with hotplate, a wooden jack or block must be used underneath to cool 
quickly if necessary. Never leave hotplates running without a container to heat. 
18. In reflux and distillation assemblies the boiling chip must be added when the solution 
is cold and the ground joints must be well adjusted. Never leave the workplace while a 
reaction, distillation or measurement is being carried out. 
 
RULES FOR WASTE 

19. In the laboratory there are properly labelled containers into which the generated 
waste will be thrown away when appropriate. 
 
EMERGENCY RULES 

20. In the event of laboratory evacuation, close the gas tap and exit in an orderly manner 
always following the instructions given by the teacher. At the beginning of the practical 
session, locate the different emergency equipment in the laboratory: showers and eye 
wash station, fire extinguishers, fire blankets, first aid kit, spill absorber, emergency 
alarm, emergency exit and the container for broken glass 
 
THE BREACH OF ANY OF THESE RULES WHILST IN THE LABORATORY MAY 
IMPLY ANYTHING FROM A SERIOUS WARNING TO THE EXPULSION OF THE 
STUDENT FROM THE LABORATORY. 
 
I AM AWARE OF THE RULES WHILST IN THE LABORATORY AS WELL AS THE 
OBLIGATION OF THEIR COMPLIANCE. 
  
SURNAMES 
NAME 
SUBJECT 
LAB GROUP 
        
      BURJASSOT,    
 
 
 
         
         SIGNATURE 
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Objectives. The objective of this lab session is the 
potentiometric and voltammetric study of the 

] )CN(Fe/[])CN(Fe[ 4
6

3
6

−−  redox couple. The 

potentiometric study allows us to determine the formal 
potential of this redox couple in equilibrium conditions. 
Conversely, the voltammetric study allows this same 
variable to be measured dynamically. Furthermore, it 
also allows the diffusion coefficient of  )CN(Fe 3

6
−  ions to 

be calculated, since the reduction and oxidation rates 
are controlled by diffusion. Finally, it allows the system 
to be evaluated in terms of electrochemical reversibility. 

Key concepts: Potentiometry, cyclic voltammetry, 
diffusion, reversibility, formal potential 

Updated: 2019-2020 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In the lab session, the electrochemical behavior of potassium ferrocyanide in 
chloride solution is studied by cyclic voltammetry and potentiometry. The 
objective of this practical is to obtain kinetic and thermodynamic information 
from the equilibrium: 

Fe(CN )6
3− + 1e−← →$   Fe(CN )6

4− (1a)

K3 Fe(CN )6
%& '(+ K + + 1e− ← →$  K4 Fe(CN )6

%& '( (1b)
 

Potentiometry is a static, or equilibrium, technique that gives information 
about an electrochemical system without passing an electric charge through the 
electrochemical cell (i = 0). There are no redox reactions that change the 
system’s composition (equilibrium). This technique allows the formal potential 
of a redox couple to be estimated by measuring the electromotive force (e.m.f, ε) 
of a cell comprised of two electrodes: a working electrode (where the reaction of 
interest is occurring) and a reference electrode which has a stable and well-
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known potential. The e.m.f. is the difference in electric potential of the cell 
measured when the electron flow from the anode to the cathode is zero. 

In the lab session, the following electrochemical cell will be used: 

Pt|)bM()CN(Fe), aM()CN(Fe||)M3(KCl|)s(AgCl|Ag| 4
6

3
6

−−  

The electromotive force of reversible systems, such as the 

 )CN(Fe/)CN(Fe 4
6

3
6

−−  couple, is described by the empirical Nernst equation: 

εmedido = E
o ' −EAgCl/Ag −

RT
nF
ln [Fe(CN )6

4− ]
[Fe(CN )6

3− ]
(2)  

where Eo’ is the formal potential of the ferricyanide/ferrocyanide redox couple, 
EAgCl/Ag the potential of the AgCl/Ag electrode with respect to the normal 
hydrogen electrode (reference electrode), R the gas constant, T the absolute 
temperature, F the Faraday constant and n the number of exchanged electrons. 
Thus, Eo’ is determined by plotting e.m.f. versus ln([ferrocyanide]/[ferricyanide]). 

Voltammetry is a dynamic technique that gives kinetic and thermodynamic 
information from intensity-potential curves, i-E. To plot these curves, the IUPAC 
sets the criteria that cathodic currents (reduction) are negative and anodic 
currents (oxidation) positive. In many books, especially American ones, the 
opposite criterion is followed. 

The technique directly determines the rate at which a reaction occurs on an 
electrode (electron transfer reactions), given that it measures the current i at any 
given time, which is directly proportional to the reaction rate: 

i = dq
dt

= z F  dn
dt

(3)  

where q is the circulating charge, z the charge of the ion undergoing the 
charge/discharge process on the electrode, and n is the number of moles of 
exchanged ions. 

There are three electrodes in most cyclic voltammetry experiments: the 
working electrode (W), at which the reaction happens; the reference electrode 
(R), the electrode to which the potential of the working electrode is referenced 
(the current that passes between the working and reference electrodes is nearly 
zero); and the auxiliary electrode (A) that ensures that no current runs through 
the non-polarizable reference electrode. Normally, cyclic voltammetry is applied 
so that the electric potential difference between the working electrode (W) and 
the reference electrode (R) varies linearly with time between the initial value (Ei, 
starting potential) and the final value of the forward scan (Ev1, first switching 
potential). At this point, the scan direction is then reversed, and the potential is 
swept back to the initial potential, or to a different one (second switching 
potential, Figure 1). During the potential scan, the current at the working 
electrode is plotted versus the applied potential difference to give the cyclic 
voltammogram trace. This trace depends on both faradaic and nonfaradaic 
processes, as well as the nature and shape of the electrode. Therefore, it is not 
possible to obtain an analytical expression for the dependence of the current 
intensity with respect to the potential applied. Only mathematical expressions for 
the peak intensity and the corresponding potential can be obtained, based on 
variables such as the scan rate, the concentration of electroactive species and 
their respective diffusion coefficients. 
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Figure 1. Triangular potential-excitation signal for cyclic voltammetry 

The important parameters of a cyclic voltammogram are: the potential of the 
cathodic (Epc) and anodic (Epa) peaks, the intensity of the cathodic (ipc) and 
anodic (ipa) peak, the starting potential and the switching potential. The half-peak 
potential (Ep/2) may also be of interest to study electrochemical systems. Ep/2 is 
the potential corresponding to half the peak current. Figure 2 shows how to 
determine the peak and half-peak potentials and currents.  

In our case, we will study the process of reducing ferricyanide to 
ferrocyanide on the working electrode. In a simplified scheme, the ferricyanide 
in the bulk solution will approach the working electrode where the reduction 
takes place, then ferrocyanide ions will also diffuse into the bulk solution. Thus, 
the electrical current is an appropriate measure of this overall reaction rate, given 
that this is directly proportional to the amount of substance produced at each 
electrode, according to Faraday’s law of electrolysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Voltammetric criteria for determining peak intensities and potentials and half-peak 
potentials 

In a first approach, it is assumed that the system is reversible, i.e. the reaction 
is reasonably fast in both directions. Consequently, the surface concentration of 
reactants and products are maintained close to their equilibrium values, which 
can be calculated using the Nernst equation. Furthermore, it is also assumed that 
the bulk concentrations are constant and that electron transfer is a diffusion-
controlled reaction. In these conditions, the Randles–Sevcik equation describes 
the effect of scan rate and diffusion coefficient on the peak current: 

Fe CN( )6
4−
→ Fe CN( )6

3−
+ e−

Fe CN( )6
3−
+ e− → Fe CN( )6

4−

E
pc

 E
pc/2

 E
pa

 Potential(V) 
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ip = 0.4463nF A c vD nF
RT

!

"
#

$

%
&
1/2

(4)  

where ip is the peak intensity (mA), v the scan rate (V/s), n the number of 
electrons transferred in the surface reaction, A the electrode area (cm2), D the 
diffusion coefficient of ferricyanide ions (cm2/s), and c its concentration in the 
bulk solution (mol/L). At room temperature (25 ºC), it becomes: 

ip (mA) = (2.6865×10
5)A D1/2 c v1/2     (5)  

Using the relationships defined by this equation, the diffusion coefficient of 
electroactive species (ferricyanide) can be determined with a plot of ip vs. v1/2, 
which should be linear when the system is reversible. Thus, the gradient of this 
plot provides information about the diffusion coefficient of ferricyanide ions. 
The formal potential can be estimated from the equation: 

Eo '  = 1
2
(Epc  + Epa ) (6)  

In a reversible voltammogram, both oxidation and reduction waves appear in 
a symmetric form with respect to the potential axis at a similar peak potential. If 
the reduction process is chemically and electrochemically reversible, the 
difference between the anodic and cathodic peak potentials, called the peak-to-
peak separation (ΔEp), is 56.5/n mV at 25°C (2.22RT/nF), and the width at half 
max on the forward scan of the peak is 59 mV. Regarding the current, reversible 
couples are characterized by ipa/ ipc ≈ 1. Finally, this current ratio and the peak 
potentials of reversible waves are independent of the scan rate. 

In contrast, many redox processes observed by cyclic voltammetry are quasi-
reversible or non-reversible. This irreversibility is indicated by ipa/ ipc ≠ 1. ΔEp 
also increases with an increase in the scan rate. The individual peaks are reduced 
in size and widely separated. Generally, the peak-height decreases as the electron 
transfer becomes slower. The peak also becomes less sharp than in the reversible 
case. Furthermore, totally irreversible systems are characterized by a shift of the 
peak potential with the scan rate. This is because the rates of interfacial electron 
transfer are slower than the rates of mass transport to and away from the 
electrode. 

Note: electrochemically reversible processes in which the electron transfers are 
fast, and the processes follow the Nernst equation, are often referred to as 
Nernstian.  

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1 Solutions 

! 1 M KCl solution  

! 0.17 M ])CN(Fe[K 63  solution  

! 0.25 M ])CN(Fe[K 64  solution  
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! 10% NH3 solution (electrode cleaning solution)  

 

2.2 Potentiometric determination of the formal potential, Eº’ 

Potentiometric measurements are carried out using a four-neck round-bottom 
flask. To run the assay, insert the working Pt electrode (1cm in diameter) and the 
reference Ag/AgCl electrode, and fill the flask with 25mL of 1M KCl and 5mL 
of 0.17M K3[Fe(CN)6] until the ends of the electrodes are submerged. The glass 
stirring rod is inserted into the third neck, and the fourth is reserved for 
successive additions of 1 mL of 0.25M K4[Fe(CN)6]. 

When the first addition of potassium ferrocyanide is made, add the stirring rod 
and stir the solution to homogenize the concentration between the electrode 
surface and the bulk solution. Then, the e.f.m. is measured in triplicate. The 
potentiometer is prepared for this purpose by pressing the mV button three times 
(without stirring the solution) and taking the measurement once the reading has 
stabilized. The operation is complete after the addition of 8 mL of potassium 
ferrocyanide. 

The formal potential, Eo’, is then determined from Nernst's empirical law, 
plotting e.m.f. vs. ln([ferrocyanide]/[ferricyanide]). Note: it is necessary to 
previously measure the solution temperature. 

2.3 Voltammetric determination of the diffusion coefficient, D. 

a) Cell preparation  

• Clean the working electrode (Pt disk electrode): place the electrode in a 
beaker, and fill the beaker with 10% ammonia solution until the electrode is 
covered. Soak the electrode for a few minutes and rinse the electrode 
thoroughly with distilled water to remove all traces of the cleaning solution. 

• Add 25mL of 1M KCL and 0.5mL of 0.17M ferricyanide into the four-neck 
round-bottom flask. Homogenize the solution. 

• Introduce the reference electrode, the Pt disk working electrode, and the Pt 
wire auxiliary electrode into the four-neck round-bottom flask 
 

b) Connection of the three-electrode cell to the potentiostat 
The connection cables and the electrodes are labeled. Connect the Ag/AgCl 

(3M KCl) reference electrode to the blue cable, the Pt disk working electrode to 
the red cable and the Pt wire auxiliary electrode to the white cable. 

 
c) Performing voltammetric assays 

We will register voltammograms at a range of scan rates 

a) Connect the portable potentiostat µStat 400, Metrohm-DropSens, 
pressing the blue button. A green pilot light will turn on 

b) Turn on the computer 
c) Run Dropview 

d) Connect the software to the device by clicking on  

e) Click New Method  
f) Select Cyclic Voltametry 

Introduce the following parameters: 
Ebegin (V): 0.6 (starting potential) 
Evtx1 (V): -0.1 (switching potential) 
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Evtx2 (V): 0.6 (second switching potential, if it does not exist then it is 
equal to the starting potential) 
Estep: 0.002 (potential step, 2 mV) 
Srate (V/s): 0.5 (scan rate) 
Nscans:10 

g) The voltammogram can be started, paused or stopped with 

 

h) If necessary, select automatic or manual scale by pressing  
i) The plots are saved in the File menu, using Save visible curves 
j) Repeat for cyclic voltammogram experiments at the following scan 

rates: 0.4 V s-1, 0.3 V s-1, 0.25 V s-1, 0.2 V s-1, 0.15 V s-1, 0.1 V s-1, 0.06 V 
s-1 

k) Copy all files to a Pen Drive or External Hard Drive for later use 
l) Select the Curves tab. The performed scans will be shown 
m) Select the Measurements tab. Quantitative electrochemical analysis can 

be carried out by clicking on 

 

 
d) Cleaning of electrodes  

At the end of the practical, put the Pt disk electrodes into a beaker with the 
10% ammonia solution. 

 

3. Calculations and Results 
a) Derive the formal redox potential of the ferricyanide/ferrocyanide couple 

from the potentiometric data 
b) Measure the peak potential and intensities of the anodic and cathodic 

peaks and their respective half-peak potentials at the different scan rates. 
Derive the formal potential from Epc and Epa 

c) Evaluate the reversibility of the system 
d) Plot the dependence of the peak intensity (ip) with the scan rate (v1/2) and 

estimate the diffusion coefficient of ferricyanide ions in aqueous 
potassium chloride solution (Randles-Sevcik equation, eq.(4)) 

 
4. Questions 

4.1 Preliminary Questions  

a) Find information on cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry  

b) Find information on the ferricyanide/ferrocyanide redox couple. 
What is the diffusion coefficient of ferricyanide ions in aqueous 
potassium chloride solution? 
What is the formal redox potential of this couple? 

 
4.2 Post-laboratory Questions  

1. Explain the electrochemical structure and behavior of the AgCl/Ag/xM KCl 
reference electrode 
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 Why is it considered a reference electrode? 

2. What does the slope and y-intercept of the potentiometric straight line 
depend on? 

3. Why is KCl added to the ferricyanide/ferrocyanide solutions? 
4. Would it be possible to derive the formal potential of the ferri/ferrocyanide 

couple from voltammetry data? 
5. Assess the possibilities that cyclic voltammetry and potentiometry offer as 

quantitative and qualitative analysis techniques. Which parameters would 
be of interest in each case? 

6. Why is it necessary to subtract the baseline before the voltammetric peak-
analysis is executed? 

7. Why are there peaks in a cyclic voltammogram? 
8. In cyclic voltammetry, can reversibility be lost as the scan rate increases? 
9. Ohmic drop is a drop in potential due to resistance of the solution; that is, 

the difference in potential required to move ions through the solution. 
Using Ohm’s law, this drop can be calculated to be equal to the product of 
the current and the uncompensated resistance. Taking this into account, 
does the ohmic drop influence the shape of voltammograms? 
 

Appendix A. Material 

Shared material on each table: 
• One thermometer 
• Two portable potentiostats µStat 400, Metrohm-DropSens 
• Two potentiometers (milli-voltmeter) 
• Two personal computers connected to the network 

Material for each pair:  
• One four-neck round-bottom flask 
• One glass rod 
• One 1-mL graduated pipette, one 5-mL volumetric pipette and one 25-mL 
volumetric pipette 
• One Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode 
• One Pt disk electrode (1cm in diameter).  
• One Pt wire auxiliary electrode  

Products (previously prepared):  
• 1M KCl 

• 0.17 M K3[Fe(CN)6] 

• 0.25 M K4[Fe(CN)6] 

• 10 % NH3 (electrode cleaning solution) 
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Objectives. The study is divided into two parts. 
In the first part, the absorption, fluorescence, and 
excitation spectra of a set of organic dyes are 
recorded. The intensity of the fluorescent 
emission will be correlated with the molecular 
structure of the dyes. In the second part, the 
phenomenon of bimolecular deactivation 
(quenching) of the fluorescent emission of the 
flavin mononucleotide by I- ions is studied. 

Related Concepts:  

Electronic spectroscopy, excited states (singlet, 
triplet), photophysical processes, photochemical 
kinetics. 
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PART I.- Effect of Molecular Structure on the Fluorescent 
Capacity of Organic Dyes  

1. Introduction  

The first part of the study aims to obtain the fluorescence spectrum of a series of 
dyes from the same family and to relate the intensity of fluorescence with the 
molecular structure. 

The probability (velocity constant) of deactivation processes of excited electronic 
states is controlled by a series of aspects related to the molecular structure. Thus, 
the fluorescent velocity constant is governed primarily by the dipole moment of 
transition between states S0 and S1, and, therefore, it is directly related with the 
probability of absorption. Intersystem crossing, which involves a change in 
multiplicity, depends largely on the spin-orbit interaction, which is favored by the 
presence of heavy atoms. The internal conversion process, a non-radiative 
transition between electronic states of the same multiplicity, is induced by the 
electronic coupling terms neglected from the Born-Oppenheimer approach. This 
process is followed by vibrational relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of the 
electronic state. 
 
The fluorescence intensity of fluorescein and its halogenated derivatives, as well 
as phenolphthalein, is examined. Their absorption, fluorescence, and excitation 
spectra (in this order) are recorded in the laboratory. 

Laboratory Session 3: 
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The differences observed between absorption and excitation spectra will be 
analyzed, considering instrumental factors. The fluorescent capacity of the dyes 
will be discussed based on the internal conversion processes (rigidity/flexibility of 
the molecules) and intersystem crossing (heavy atoms). 
 
 

  

(A)    (B) 

Figure 1: Molecular structures of: (A) Fluoresceín (X=H), Eosin (X=Br) and Erythrosine (X=I). (B) 
Phenolphtalein. 

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1. Solutions preparation 

If the dye solutions are not prepared, prepare 1L of a 2×10−5M solution of the 
following compounds using 0.01M NaOH as a solvent (pH = 12); the solutions to 
be prepared are: 

• Fluorescein (7 mg/L at pH=12) Mr = 332.32   C20H12O5.  

• Yellowish eosin (14 mg/L at pH=12) Mr = 691.86   C20H6Br4Na2O5.  

• Erythrosine B (18 mg/L at pH=12) Mr = 879.92   C20H6I4Na2O5. 

• Phenolphthalein (20 mg/L a pH=12 ) Mr = 318.33 (6×10−5 ). Warning: to 
record the spectra (absorption and emission) of phenolphthalein, fill the 
cell with 2/3 of the colorless solution and 1/3 of the solvent (0.01 M 
NaOH). You should see an intense violet color. 
Measure the spectrum immediately. (Remember the practical from the 
Lab. QFI: Decoloration of phenolphthalein). 

Solution to dilute the dyes: 

• 500 mL 0.01 M NaOH solution. 

 

NOTE: To record the emission spectra, it is necessary to dilute the 2×10−5M 
solutions by a factor of 1/100. To do this, take 1 mL of the solution and to pour it 
in a volumetric flask of 100 mL using the 0.01 M NaOH solution as solvent. 
Absorption spectra are recorded from the concentrated solutions.  
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2.2. Experiment 

1. Record the absorption spectra of all molecules between 250 and 700 nm using 
the corresponding concentrated solutions.  

2. Record the fluorescence spectra up to 700 nm using an excitation wavelength 
with a value between 10 and 15 nm less than the lowest energy maximum of the 
corresponding absorption spectrum.  

3. For the dilute solutions, record the excitation spectra between 250 and 700 nm 
using the corresponding maximum of fluorescence obtained in the previous 
section as emission wavelength. 

4. Superimpose the excitation and fluorescence spectra for each substance. 
Superimpose the fluorescence spectra for the first three substances. 

5. Repeat the fluorescence spectrum using a shorter maximum excitation 
wavelength than the one used in section (2) in order to validate the Kasha's rule in 
these dyes. 

NOTE: In systems whose emission is very small or even zero, the fluorescence of 
the sample may be affected by possible fluorescent impurities (from the sample, 
solvent, and / or a previous sample). It is also possible that a Raman signal from 
the solvent appears; remember that the position of a Raman signal depends on the 
excitation wavelength. 

3. Calculations and Results  

1. Measure the Stokes shift, in cm-1, between the absorption and fluorescence 
bands. 

2. Compare the excitation and absorption spectra of the different dyes (especially 
the shape and position of the maxima).   

3. Why is the fluorescence band located at longer wavelengths than the 
absorption band? Does this happen in any system?.  

4. Correlate the fluorescent capacity of the dyes with their molecular structure 
and discuss the differences.   

5. Explain Kasha's rule and whether it is valid or not in the dyes studied. 

6.  How can a fluorescent emission be distinguished from a Raman signal? 

  



 

 

PARTE II. Energy Transfer of Excited Riboflavin 
Molecules. Equation of Stern-Volmer 
 

1. Objective 

This experiment aims to demonstrate the energy transfer of a colored excited 
molecule (riboflavin) to another non-excited and colorless molecule (KI).

 

Figure 2: Flavin  mononucleotide molecule 

2. Introduction  

When the flavin mononucleotide, represented with R, absorbs a photon and 
becomes an excited molecule, R⋆, reaction (1), a favorable path to return to the 
fundamental state is the emission of a photon or fluorescence, reaction (2). 

      (1) 

     (2) 

In the presence of the I- ion, the flavin mononucleotide can return to the ground 

state by transfer of energy to I-, reaction (3), and, consequently, not by emitting a 

photon. 

   
*k* )I(RIR Q −− +→+   (3)  

In a solution with riboflavin and I-, the fluorescence intensity, which we represent 
by IF, can be considered in this way: if the excited molecule of riboflavin does not 
collide with I- ions, most of the molecules emit a photon. If they collide with any 
I-, they will be deactivated by non-photonic emission. The competition between 
these two processes, fluorescence and bimolecular deactivation (“quenching”), 
will be dependent on:  

1. The average life time of the excited state (τ). Reaction (3) will be more 
favorable than reaction (2) when the molecule remains in its excited state 
for a longer period of time.  

2. The number of collisions made. This will be related to the riboflavin and 
I- concentrations. 
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3.The efficiency (kQ) of I- as a quencher. (Not all collisions are effective at 
transferring energy). 

The quotient between fluorescence (I0
F) and fluorescence with a quencher present 

(IF) is related to these variables by means of the Stern-Volmer, equation (4),  

  (4) 

where [Q] is the quencher concentration, in this case the anion I-. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

Prepare the following solutions (to share among the group): 

• 500 mL  6.5×10−5M of flavin mononucleotide.  

• 200 mL 0.1 M of KI. 

Prepare each of the solutions indicated in the table below in 25 mL volumetric 
flasks. Each solution will have the same concentration of riboflavin and different 
concentrations of KI. 

Measure the fluorescence of each solution using as the excitation wavelength a 
value 15 nm lower than the maximum absorption wavelength (450 nm), as well as 
the area of the emission at the same interval of wavelengths.  

Table 1. Maximum intensity and area of the emission band of riboflavin and I- solutions. 

Solution v/mL (R) v/mL (KI) Imax,F Band area  

1 2.0 0.0   

2 2.0 1.0   

3 2.0 2.0   

4 2.0 3.0   

5 2.0 4.0   

6 2.0 5.0   

 

4. Questions 

4.1 Prelyminary questions 

1. Deduce the equation (4).  



 

2. Estimate a value for the bimolecular deactivation constant, kQ, assuming that 
reaction (3) is controlled by diffusion. 

 

4.2 Post-laboratory questions 

1. Draw a graph of , taking into account the fluorescence intensity observed 

for each solution, against the concentration of KI. 

2. Draw the same graph with the areas of the emission band. 

3. Estimate the average fluorescence lifetime of the mononucleotide of flavin and 
the fluorescent rate constant. 

Material and devices 

Material for each pair: 
• Four 100-mL volumetric flasks.  
• Five 50-mL beakers. 
• Four 1-mL pipettes.  
• One 2-mL graduated pipette. 
• One 5-mL graduated pipette. 
• Six 25-mL volumetric flasks. 

Material for the group: 
• One 200-mL volumetric flask.  
• One 500-mL volumetric flask.  
• Two 100-mL beakers. 

Devices 
• Spectrofluorimeter.  
• Absorption spectrophotometer. 

Reagents: 

• Dyes: Fluorescein, erythrosine B, yellowish eosin, phenolphthalein..  
• Riboflavin monofostat.  
• KI.  
• NaOH. 
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Objectives.  The practical aims to:  

• Determine the surface tension (γ) of binary ethanol-
water mixtures.  

• Establish an equation for the variation of γ with the 
concentration of ethanol in aqueous solutions.  

• Approximately determine the surface excess of ethanol 
and the average area of a surface molecule. 
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1. Introduction  
The average energy of the molecules located on the surface of a liquid is different 
from the energy of the molecules located within the liquid phase. For surface 
molecules, the result of attractive forces is not zero and is directed perpendicularly 
from the surface towards the bulk liquid phase. Experimentally it has been proven 
that to increase the surface of a liquid it is necessary to carry out work proportional 
to the increase in surface area: 

                                   dW=γdA                                      (1) 

The coefficient γ is the surface tension of the liquid, and is always positive and 
independent of the area A. According to equation 1, the surface tension can be 
measured as the work done per unit area (J m-2), which is equivalent to measuring 
the force per unit length (N m-1):  

                                                         (2) 

In the Du Nouy method, a torsion dynamometer is used to measure the force 
necessary to separate a metal ring from the surface of a liquid. The force is exerted 
against the surface tension of the liquid and acts along the circumference of the 
ring. In equation 2, the length is equal to twice the circumference of the ring, since 
the liquid is in contact with both the inside and outside of it: l=2×2πr. This method 
requires an empirical correction factor, f , to take into account the shape of the 
raised liquid and the thickness of the ring. With all these considerations we can 
write: 

                                                                        (3) 

The diameter of the metal ring used is: 2r = 19.65 mm. 
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2. Experimental Procedure 
1. The device used in the Du Nouy method is shown in Figure 1. The 

measuring ring must be completely clean. Therefore, always taking the 
ring with the fork, first it should be cleaned with alcohol to remove any 
grease, and then washed with distilled water and left to drain. This 
operation must be carried out very carefully, since the welding between the 
ring and the fork is very fragile and can break easily. 

The ring is hung from the left arm of the torsion dynamometer using a silk 
thread attached to the fork of the ring. The dynamometer is calibrated 
(adjusted to zero) by placing the scale indicator at the “0” position and the 
weight of the ring is compensated with the adjustment button (located at 
the back of the measurement scale) so that the arm of the balance is in the 
white area between the marks. In this position, the arm is leveled. 

To carry out the measurement, proceed as follows: The liquid under 
investigation is poured into the clean glass bucket. The bucket is placed on 
the mobile platform, which rises until the ring is submerged in the liquid, 
and the arm is leveled by turning the scale indicator to the right. Then, we 
turn the scale indicator very slowly to the right and at the same time we 
lower the platform so that the arm remains continuously level (in the white 
area between the marks). The moment the ring is released from the liquid 
surface, the reading of the scale corresponding to the separation force in 
mN is recorded.  

2. Using the technique described in the previous section, we will carry out a 
series of experiments to determine the surface tension of different ethanol-
water mixtures at room temperature. Different volumes of absolute ethanol 
are successively added to water in order to achieve the mixtures indicated 
in the table (SERIES 1). In a second series of experiments, the operation is 
repeated but starting with ethanol and adding water (SERIES 2). It is 
convenient to repeat each measurement three times. 

3. Measure the temperature of the mixtures. 

 

Figure 1: Du Nouy tensimeter assembly
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Table 1.  Volumes of ethanol and water in the series of mixtures to be made. 

Series 1: 100 mL of H2O 
adding x mL of ethanol 

 Series 2: 100 mL of ethanol 
adding x mL of H2O 

Measure x mL EtOH  Measure x mL  H2O 

1 -  1 - 

2 +1  2 +25 

3 +1  3 +25 

4 +1  4 +25 

5 +1  5 +25 

6 +1    

7 +1    

8 +1    

9 +1    

10 +1    

11 +1    

12 +5    

13 +5    

14 +20    

15 +20    

16 +20    

17 +20    

 



 

3. Questions 
3.1. Preliminary Questions 

1.  Find the literature value for the surface tension of water and absolute ethanol 
between 20 and 30 ºC.   

 2.  Find the literature density value of water and absolute ethanol solutions 
between 20 and 30 ºC.   
 
Suggestion: You can connect to ChemNetBase via a VPN connection if you do it 
outside the UV. 
 

3.2. Post-laboratory Questions 

1.  Calculate the value of the correction factor f from the surface tension of water 
using the results in series 1, and of absolute ethanol using the results in series 2 at 
the temperature of the solution. Calculate the surface tension of the mixtures of 
the two series of experiments using equation  (3).   

2.  Represent γ against the volumetric fraction (remember that the volumes of 
water and ethanol are not additive), and, against the mass fraction of ethanol. 
Compare both graphs.  

3.  Calculate the molar concentration (c2) of ethanol in each of the mixtures and 

plot a graph of γ vs c2. For the most dilute solutions, find the function γ = γ (c2) 

that best fits the results obtained. 

4.  The empirical equation of Szyszkowsky gives the surface tension of dilute 

aqueous solutions of organic compounds such as: 

 
or equivalently 

 
where γ0 is the surface tension of pure water, c2 the concentration of the solute; T 

the temperature, K the equilibrium constant between ethanol in solution and 

ethanol adsorbed on the surface, and  Γ∞ is the maximum excess surface 

concentration of EtOH at the interface (maximum concentration of molecules per 

unit area). α and β are constants characteristic of the organic compound. Check if 

the γ values obtained fit equation 4 and, if this is the case, determine the best values 

for α and β. From there, using equation 5, determine Γ∞  and K for ethanol.  

5.  In the hypothetical case that hydroethanolic mixtures behave as ideal solutions, 
calculate the excess surface concentration of ethanol (Γ) and the average area 
occupied by an ethanol molecule on the surface (σ) in some of the mixtures. 

 

 

Remember that Gibbs (relative) adsorption isotherm is:  
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                                (8) 

and that for the ideal solutions the chemical potential of the solute, μ2, is given by:  

                          μ2=μ0,2+RTln(c2)                                           (9) 

In equation 8, nσ,2 is the number of moles of solute adsorbed on a surface of area 
A. Therefore, Γ is defined as the excess surface concentration. (Sometimes, Γ is 
written as Γ21).   

6.  In the Langmuir model it is considered that the balance of adsorption of a 
species on a surface of any nature (gases on solids or surfactants in fluid interfaces) 
results from the balance of two competitive kinetic processes: adsorption and 
desorption. Assuming that both processes follow first-order kinetics, the Langmuir 
adsorption isotherm is obtained: 

                                                                         (10) 

where K is the adsorption-desorption equilibrium constant, c2 is the concentration 

of the solute in the solution and Θ is the fraction of adsorbed molecules on the 
surface, which is defined as the ratio between the number of adsorbed molecules 
on the surface (N) and the maximum number of molecules that can be adsorbed  
(N∞): 

                                                            (11) 

a) Check that the substitution of equation 11 in the Langmuir adsorption isotherm 
(10) leads to equation 6. 

b) Check that the combination of Gibbs and Langmuir adsorption isotherms leads 
to another equation, the Langmuir state equation (5), which is equivalent to the 
empirical equation of Szyszkowsky and, therefore, the constants of Equation 4 can 
be related with those of 5, β = K and α = Γ∞ RT. 

 

7. The behavior of some substances adsorbed at the interface responds to an 
equation of state analogous to that of an ideal gas in two dimensions (p=cRT): 

      Π = Γ RT   (12) 

where Γ is the surface concentration and Π = γo -γ   is the surface pressure (force 
per unit length). Represent Π against Γideal y a Γreal (equation 6) and check if in 
the case of ethanol this equation of state is achieved and, in any case, indicate in 
which region it should be better satisfied.  

 

 
 
 
Material  



 

Material per pair:  

• One 500-mL glass crystallizer.  

• One 100-mL beaker.  

• One torsion dynamometer assembly with mobile platform. 

• One ring for measuring surface tension.  

Shared Material:  

• One 1-mL graduated pipette. 

• One 5-mL graduated pipette. 

• One thermometer.  

• Four 50-mL burettes with deposit.  

Products:  

• Distilled water.  

• Absolute ethanol.  
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Objectives.  The objective of this practical is 
the kinetic study of the photochemical oxidation 
of triphenylphosphine in organic medium, which 
is followed by measuring the remaining fraction 
of triphenylphosphine through reverse phase 
HPLC chromatography. The obtained data 
allow us to calculate the order and the reaction 
rate constant, and to discuss the viability of the 
proposed reaction mechanism. 
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1. Introduction  

Triphenylphosphine, P(C6H5)3, is an organophosphorus compound that is 
oxidized by oxygen according to the stoichiometric equation: 

P C#	H& ' +
1
2O,

- OP C#	H& '																																						(1)  

At room temperature, oxidation proceeds slowly in the dark, making  the 
preparation of air-stable P(C6H5)3 solutions possible. However, oxidation 
proceeds relatively fast when solutions are illuminated with electromagnetic 
radiation with wavelength between 230-300 nm. The reaction progresses with 
greater speed the greater the intensity of illumination, I0,  to which the solution is 
exposed. 

1.1. Reaction Rate Determination 

The reaction rate can be expressed by equation (2). This indicates that the 
specific rate constant, k, is a function of both the intensity of the illuminating 
radiation and the amount of oxygen dissolved in the organic solvent, [O2]. Since 
the reactor is stirred and open to the atmosphere, we will consider that the 
oxygen concentration remains constant in the solvent. Consequently, the kinetic 
equation takes the form given by the last part of equation (2). The experiment 
aims at determining the reaction order with respect to P(C6H5)3, n, as well as the 
value of the specific rate constant k.  

- " P C%	H( )
"* = , - ./ , 12 	 P C%	H( )

3 = , P C%	H( ) 3									(2) 
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As equation (2) can be rewritten in terms of the remaining molar fraction of 
triphenylphosphine, ! = #(%&	())+

#(%&	())+ ,
   , see equation (3), the reaction kinetics may 

be followed by determining the concentration of P(C6H5)3  in aliquots of the 
reaction mixture extracted at regular intervals from the reaction flask. 

- "#"$ = &	 P C*	H, - .
/-0 	#/ = &*#/																																	(3) 

 

The determination of the α fraction will be carried out using reverse phase 
chromatography, a technique that allows the components of the reaction mixture 
to be analyzed. Each component appears as a "peak" in the chromatogram, its 
concentration being directly proportional to the peak area, A. For P(C6H5)3, 
A=β [P(C6H5)3] where β is constant, so the fraction α will be given by equation 
(4): 

! = #(%&	())+
#(%&	())+ ,

= - #(%&	())+
- #(%&	())+ ,

= .
.,

     (4) 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1. Reaction Kinetics Tracking  

2.1.1. Solutions   

Each pair of students will prepare 100 mL of a solution of P(C6H5)3  1.0×10−3M 
using HPLC quality CH3CN solvent. Because the solvent is in contact with the 
atmosphere it will become saturated with oxygen during the preparation process. 
Once the solution is prepared, keep it in the dark. 

2.1.2. Eluent  

The eluent should be available at the begining of the experiment. Otherwise, 1L 
of eluent will be prepared by mixing in a clean and dry bottle 0.9L of CH3CN 
and 0.1L of distilled water of mQ quality. The mixture will then be filtered using 
a vacuum filtration assembly that includes a glass filter holder, an anodized 
aluminum clamp and a ground joint flask connected to the supplied vacuum 
source. After filtering, maintain the flask under vaccuum for a few more minutes. 
Filtration removes solid particles that could obstruct the capillary circuits in the 
chromatograph, and removes most of the air trapped during the mixing process. 
To finish degassing the solution, carefully transfer the contents of the vacuum 
flask to a 1L volumetric flask and place the flask inside the ultrasonic bath for 15 
min. 

2.1.3. Photochemical Reactor Assembly 

A sketch of the complete assembled apparatus to be used is shown in figure 1. It 
consists of a cylindrical glass container surrounded by a thermostatic jacket, into 
which the additional cooling system (A) that encloses a quartz cylinder (C) 
containing the lamp (B), is introduced along the vertical axis (see figure 2).  

The light source is a H2 lamp connected to a high voltage source (9, see Figure 
1). The source is operated with two switches: the power (on), and the lamp on 
(start). These lamps are dangerous because the emitted UV radiation can 
irreversibly destroy certain retina tissues and cause permanent blindness. 
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Therefore, they must NEVER be turned on if the reactor is not perfectly 
covered. Whenever we approach the reactor we must protect our eyes with 
UV protection glasses. 

 

 

Figure 1: The complete assembled reactor: 1 Thermocouple sensor; 2 Central body of the reactor; 3 
Reactants  inlet; 4 Lamp cooling jacket; 5 Quartz vessel lamp; 6 Key for cleaning the reactor; 7a, b 
Lamp cooling circuit; 8a, b Reactor cooling circuit; 9 Lamp power supply; 10 Teflon tube for 
sampling; 11 Oxygen inlet. 

To assemble the photochemical reactor follow the instructions given below. If 
the reactor is already assembled, follow the instructions from 9 to 18: 

1. Make sure the high voltage source is disconnected. 

2. Clean the flask with a few milliliters of CH3CN and air-dry it. 

3. Place the reactor on the magnetic stirrer and insert a stirrer bar inside. 

4. Secure the reactor position with the clamps provided. 

5. Insert the quartz cylinder C through the lamp cooling jacket A. 

6. Insert the cooling jacket A (Figure 2) through the reactor body. Make sure the 
grids are in firm contact to avoid leaks of the water acting as a refrigerant. 

7. Insert the lamp B into the quartz cylinder C. 
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8. Connect the rubber tubes of the reactor thermostat jacket and those of the lamp 
cooling jacket. 

9. Insert the sampling tube through the septum and through the reactant inlet 3. 

10. Insert the thermocouple through hole 11. 

11. Check that the magnetic stirrer works before plugging the reactor in. 

12. Cover the entire reactor, including its base, with aluminum foil so that 
radiation cannot escape from inside the reactor (the aluminum foil acts as a 
mirror and allows the reaction mixture to be illuminated in a homogeneous 
way; in addition, it prevents the UV radiation escaping into the laboratory). 

13. Prepare the thermostatic bath at the working temperature (20ºC) and turn on 
the “cold finger”. 

14. Turn the high voltage source on by pressing the on key. 

15. Turn the lamp on by pressing the start key once. 

16. Wait for the thermocouple to mark a constant temperature. 

17. Save approximately 2mL of the reaction mixture in a vial and keep it in the 
darkness. Insert the rest of the solution of P(C6H5)3 through inlet 3 of the reactor 
using a funnel. Make sure that both the thermocouple (1) and the sampling tube 
10 are submerged near the bottom of the flask. As soon as the photoreactor is 
filled, start the chronometer to measure the reaction time. 

18. Connect the magnetic stirrer and make sure that the reaction mixture is 
vigorously stirred . 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Hydrogen lamp assembly elements: A Lamp cooling jacket; B Hydrogen lamp; C Quartz 
support for the introduction of the lamp in the jacket cooling bath. 
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2.1.4. Sampling 

Sampling will take place every 10-15 minutes. Samples will be extracted from 
the reactor following the procedure set out below: 

1. Connect the 2.5 mL syringe to the sampling tube. 

2. Take 0.5 mL from the reactor and use it to clean the syringe. 

3. Take 1.0 mL from the reaction mixture and place it in a clean, dry vial. Write 
down the chronometer and digital thermometer readings exactly at that moment.  

2.2. Sample Injection in the Chromatograph 

Once the sample is taken, its chromatographic analysis should be carried out. To 
inject the sample follow the procedure detailed below: 

1. Make sure the chromatograph is ready for chromatogram recording. 

2. Turn the injection wheel until it reaches the load position. 

3. Cleaning the syringe: Take ≈25µL of sample and discard the contents. Repeat 
this filling/emptying process four more times. 

4. With the syringe full, insert the needle into the injection hole. Make sure the 
needle reaches the bottom and insert the solution into the injector. Repeat this 
process two more times. 

5. Turn the injector wheel to the inject position. 

6. When the first peak of the chromatogram appears, turn the injector wheel back 
to the load position and remove the syringe from the injector. 

The following precautions must be taken into account when injecting the sample: 
Do not inject the air bubble remaining at the beginning of the plunger and always 
inject an amount greater than 20µL, the capacity of the injection circuit (“loop”). 

2.3. General Measurement Procedure 

The following tasks will be carried out in the specified order to successfully 
carry out the experiment: 

1. Start the UV100 detector (make sure the observation wavelength is set to 265 
nm). 

2. Prepare the eluent according to the procedure in section (2.1.2). 

3. Start the chromatographic pump according to Appendix B. 

4. Prepare the triphenylphosphine solutions, see section (2.1.1.). 

5. Mount the photochemical reactor, section (2.1.3.). 
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6. Take a sample of the reaction mixture, perform the chromatographic analysis 
and store it in the dark. 

7. Turn the lamp on and wait for the thermocouple to mark a constant 
temperature. 

8. Insert the solution into the photoreactor and start the chronometer. 

9. Perform the chromatographic analysis of the reaction mixture at intervals of 
10-15 min for at least 2h 30min. 

10. Analyze the concentration of P(C6H5)3 in the previously reserved non-
irradiated sample. 

3. Calculations and Results 

1. Calculate the area of the peaks corresponding to P(C6H5)3 for each of the 
chromatograms. Use the Azur program for this. 

2. From the area of the chromatographic peaks of P(C6H5)3, determine the α 
fraction for each of the reaction times. 

3. Calculate ln α and (1/α) for each of the reaction times. 

4. From the graph of the values of α vs. time, determine the reaction order with 
respect to [P(C6H5)3] and the value of k⋆ with its corresponding error. Calculate 
the value of k from the value of k⋆. 

5. Determine the amount of P(C6H5)3 consumed in the dark from the values of 
the areas of the non-irradiated sample. 

6. Based on the post-laboratory questions below, discuss the obtained results. 
Check the feasibility of the reaction mechanism proposed in question 5. Indicate 
the approximations and relate the experimentally determined k to one or more 
rate constants in the proposed mechanism. 

4. Questions 

4.1 Preliminary Questions 

1. Before starting the laboratory session, carefully read the articles cited in 
references [2] and [3]. 

4.2 Post-laboratory Questions 

1. Why was the observation wavelength chosen as 265 nm? At which 

wavelength is the equality !(#$	&'))
*!(#$	&'))

= ,-(.$	/'))
,0-(.$	/'))

   fulfilled? Why don't we 

analyze at  this second wavelength? 

2. Deduce equation (3) from equation (2). 

3. Find the literature value for the solubility of oxygen in CH3CN and estimate 
its concentration in the reaction mixture. How much P(C6H5)3 would it take to 
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consume all the oxygen if the reactor were closed? What is the limiting 
reagent? Assume that the reactor volume is 500 mL. 

4. Which reactant do you think is excited, oxygen or triphenylphosphine? Why? 

5. Assume the reaction mechanism shown below.           
¿Does this mechanism explain the observed order with respect to the 
intensity and concentration of P(C6H5)3? What order do you predict with 
respect to the concentration of oxygen? 

! "#$% &		()*)
,- 	! "#$% &* 		()/)	  

! "#$% &* 		(*+)
-.,01 	! "#$% &		(*2)  

! "#$% &* 		(*+)
-.,012 	! "#$% &* 		 3   

! "#$% &* 		(*)
,-,/01 	! "#$% &		(23)  

! "#$% &* 		 ) +	+,
-. 	!ℎ&	!+,  

!ℎ#	!%&
'( 	! )*+, #		(./) +	%&  

!ℎ#	!%& + ! ()*+ #		(-.)
01 	2%! ()*+ #		  

6. What are the main differences between the proposed mechanism for tertiary 
phosphine photooxidation proposed in reference [2] and the mechanism 
proposed in question 5? 

Appendix A. Using the UV100 Detector  

To prepare the UV-100 detector follow the instructions given below: 

1. Connect the detector. 

2. Connect the chromatographic pump (eluent flow 1 mL/min). 

3. Select the working wavelength (265 nm) by gently turning the corresponding 
knob. You must select the wavelength from a length shorter than the working 
length. 

4. Select the maximum absorbance value to be measured by the device (3 a.u.) 

5. Select the sensitivity in the absorbance measurement (0.001 a.u.). 

6. Once the detector and the chromatographic pump have been running for 15-20 
min, press the zero key. 

Once the detector has been started, turn the computer on (user: hpclab, 
password: cromat01). Start the azur program. Once launched, you will see 
the welcome message of the program. Select instrument. You will see a 
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screen where the absorbance value is continuously plotted as a function of time. 1 
At the left side there are three buttons. Press the acquisition button; a form 
will appear asking for information to control the data acquisition. Fill in the 
following fields: 

•  length: acquisition time, 6 min. 

• name: name of the data collection file.2  

• information: comment to identify the chromatogram; for example,
 indicate the order number and the time and temperature at which the sample 
was collected. 

Make sure that the from instrument button is selected in the start 
mode button group. Once the form is completed, press the signal button; A 
screen that displays data acquisition will appear. Now press the data acquisition 
button located on the toolbar at the top of the screen. You will see two 
stopwatches at the top of the graph: one stopped at zero and the other at 6 min. 
Insert the sample into the injector and place it in the inject position; at this 
time the data collection will start automatically. You will see that the screen 
changes to display only the current signal, and the stopwatches will start.3 After 
six minutes, the program will automatically save the chromatogram and show the 
signal recorded over the last 30 minutes. Do not forget to return the injector to 
the load position. The program is ready to acquire and register a new 
chromatogram. 

To integrate the files follow the instructions given below: 

1.  Select the data icon. A list with the name of all the registered files is 
displayed on the left side. 

2.  Select the chromatogram you want to integrate. The chosen chromatogram 
graph will be shown. 4 

3.  Press the add peak button (manual integration toolbar). Select the start 
time of the integration by clicking with the mouse on the chromatogram line 
and drag the mouse to select the final time of the integration. The operation is 
performed automatically: you will see that the peak is identified by its 
retention time and the baseline of the integration is drawn. 

4.  Apply the procedure to both the oxide peak and the triphenylphosphine peak. 

5.  On the left side of the chromatogram you will see a set of buttons. Click the 
one identified as results. A table presenting elution time and area, among 
other properties, for each peak will appear. 

6.  Exit the results screen by pressing the chromatogram button. You will 
 return to the integrated chromatogram. Now press the print button 

                                                             
1 The program does not save this signal 
2 This name will be given to all files generated from this moment on, in such a 

way that these will differ only in a three-digit suffix that identifies each 
particular chromatogram. 

3 The first marks the current elution time, while the second indicates the 
remaining time to complete the data collection. 

4 You can switch between the current signal and a chromatogram by pressing the 
tab at the bottom of the graph. 
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 (on the toolbar) and choose the normalize option: a report of the 
integrated chromatogram will be printed. 

Appendix B. Starting the HPLC Pump 

Because the HPLC columns are densely packed, a precision pump is required to 
develop a large pressure difference between the head and the end of the column. 
The pressure must remain stable for the eluent to circulate at constant speed, so 
that the retention times are reproduceable. 

An H2O:CH3CN 10:90 v/v solution will be used as eluent circulating through the 
column at 1.5mL/ min. This flow rate is achieved, depending on the state of the 
column, at more than 140 bar. In any case, you must check that the pressure 
reading remains constant (±5 bar) and stable before starting the chromatogram 
recording. Stable readings are achieved only with degassed eluents and in the 
absence of air inside the pump. To connect the pump to the chromatographic 
circuit, follow the instructions given below: 

a) Priming the pump. The priming of the pump is intended to eliminate air that 
enters the injection circuits each time the eluent is finished. With the pump 
stopped, insert the plastic syringe into the priming hole. Turn the priming 
handwheel 1/4 turn and remove 5 to 10mL of eluent with the syringe slowly. 
This operation removes air from the circuit. Close the wheel by turning it 
clockwise and remove the syringe. 

b) Once the pump primed. press the edit button. By repeatedly pressing this 
button you can access the various digits of the LCD screen that allow you to 
select the flow rate in mL/min. Once placed on a certain digit, it can be modified 
by pressing the cursor keys. Select flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. 

c) Press the menu button and then run. The pump starts working and the 
pressure stabilizes after a few minutes. If this is not the case, repeat the priming 
process again or de-gas the solvent again. 

d) After the laboratory session, the flow must be stopped. To this end, stop the 
pump by pressing the stop key, change the flow to 0.01mL/min and press the 
run button again. This residual expense prevents the chromatographic column 
from drying out. 

Appendix C. Apparatus  

1. For each pair of students: 

• One photochemical reactor with hydrogen lamp and power supply. 

• One magnetic stirrer and magnet. 

• One support. 

• Two clamps with clamp holder. 
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• One digital thermometer with thermocouple. 

• One 2.5-mL syringe . 

• 30 cm of 1 mm diameter teflon tube. 

• One stopwatch. 

• One funnel. 

• One 100-mL volumetric flask. 

• Two 50-mL beakers. 

• Twelve vials. 

• One vial rack. 

• Two pairs of UV protection glasses. 

2. Material shared between four couples: 

• Two thermostatic baths. 

• Two “cold fingers”. 

• silicone tube and "T" tubes for thermostatic assembly. 

• One 1000-mLvolumetric flask. 

• One 1000-mL graduated cylinder. 

• One 100-mL graduated cylinder. 

• One Büchner flask. 

• One filter plate. 

• One vacuum pump. 

• One ultrasonic bath. 

• Two 25-µL syringes. 

• One 5-mL plastic syringe. 

• Two sets of chromatography equipment (pump, injector and UV detector). 

• Aluminium foil. 

3. Reagents: 

• HPLC quality CH3CN. 

• low conductivity water. 

• triphenylphosphine. 

Appendix D. Safety in Laboratory 
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Organic solvents. In the experiment, CH3CN is used. As it is absorbed through 
the skin, wear gloves to handle organic solutions and keep the laboratory well 
ventilated. 

UV radiation. In the experiment, sources of UV radiation are used. They are 
extremely dangerous for the retina and can cause permanent blindness. 
Therefore, never uncover or open the reactor while the lamp is on and always 
wear protective glasses near it. 
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Objectives. 

• Measurement of the viscosities of two
gases: nitrogen and carbon dioxide. 

• Estimate the molecular diameter of each of
the gases used by means of the Kinetic Theory 
of Gases.  

Related concepts: Kinetic Gas Theory, mean 
free travel, transport properties, Poiseuille 
equation, alternative techniques. 

Update: 2019-2020 

1. Introduction

1.1.  Gas viscosity determination 

In its simplest definition, the viscosity of a fluid (gas or liquid)  gives us its 
resistance to flow. In particular, most of the time the viscosity of a gas is 
determined by the transfer rate of the moment of flow from the sheets moving 
fastest to the slowest. In this practical, the gas flow rate (which is inversely 
proportional to its viscosity) will be obtained by measuring the time to empty a 
syringe through a capillary tube under a constant pressure difference. 

Consider a fluid under an ideal laminar regime, with parallel planes in the x 
direction. The flow velocity varies linearly from the lower stationary sheet to the 
upper sheet that travels at the velocity vx.  The force F that compensates for the

relative movement of the layered planes is proportional to the contact area A 
between adjacent layers of fluid and the flow velocity gradient in the fluid 
dvx/dz

(1) 

The constant of proportionality, η, is the viscosity of the fluid. F/A represents the 
force per unit of tangential area, or shear force, that crosses the contour of a layer 
and, through Newton's second law. is equal to the rate of change of the moment 
of flow between layers. 

Laboratory Session 6: Kinetic theory of gases. 
Part I. Gas viscosity:  

Molecular diameter estimation  
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In the experiments performed, we assume that the gas flow is laminar through 
the capillary cylinder which allows the gas flow velocity through the tube to be 
calculated using the Poiseuille’s equation:  

 
(2) 

where:  

• dV/dt is the volume flow veloctiy.  

• p1 and p2 are thepressures at the beginning and end of the capillary 

respectively.  

• r is the capillary radius (= 0.075 mm).  

• l is the capillary length (= 98 mm).  

• p is the pressure at which the volume is measured (p1).  

Equation 2 can be employed to calculate the absolute values of the viscosities of 
gases, when the dimensions of the capillary are known. In addition, the 
differential of the pressure must be constant. Therefore,  the velocity to empty 
the capillary is measured. 

The gas pressure in the syringe is p1 which is the atmospheric pressure 

(approximately  101325 Pa); while p2 is the pressure at the end of the capillary, 

which is determined through the maximum reading of the barometer coupled to 
the vacuum tube used pb=−1000 mbar (p2=p1+pb).  

1.2. Molecular diameter estimation 

A treatment of the amount of movement flow through a surface using the kinetic 
theory for gases of rigid spheres allows to express the viscosity in terms of the 
kinetic properties of the molecules that make up the gas:  

 
(3) 

where M is the molecular weight, NA is the Avogadro number, ρ is the gas 

density (particles per unit volume), λ the mean free path of the gas molecules, 
and 〈v〉 its average translational velocity, properties that are all measured at the 
pressure and temperature of the experiment. For a maxwellian distribution of 
molecular velocities, the average molecular velocity is given by the expression:  

 
(4) 

where T is the temperature, R the gas constant (8.31451 J K−1 mol−1); while, in 
the case of a pure gas, the mean free path is:  
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 (5) 

where p is the pressure and d the diameter of a rigid sphere. If we assume that in 
laboratory conditions the gas behaves ideally, and we substitute equations 4-5 
into equation 3, we get an expression that relates the viscosity of the gas to the 
diameter of the rigid sphere, from which it is possible to clear this last 
magnitude, leaving:  

 
(6) 

2. Experimental Procedure  

The equipment is assembled as shown in Figure 1. There are two identical 
assemblies, each with its corresponding gas. It should be noted that the stop 
piston is positioned to prevent the plunger from falling.  

  

Figure 1: Experimental assembly for measuring the viscosity of a gas 

First of all, it must be confirmed that the professor has connected the gas station. 
The three-way wrench (1) is turned so that it connects the empty syringe with the 
gas circuit, leaving the rest of the line is isolated (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).  

Step 1 (see Figure 2). Slightly open the pressure reducer located in the service 
tower (clockwise) until it marks an overpressure of approximately 0.5-1 bar. The 
stopcock is then opened until the syringe plunger reaches a certain volume (e.g. 
60 mL).  
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Figure 2: First step in gas viscosity determination. Lead the gas from the supply to the syringe. 

 
Step 2 (see Figure 3): Key 2 is rotated so that it connects the flow line with the 
water trap. and key 3 connecting the water trap to the vacuum circuit and closed 
to the exterior. Wait for the pressure gauge to indicate a pressure difference of 
approximately -1000 mbar and turn the three-way wrench 1 from the syringe 
connecting the gas to the flow line. When the syringe stroke is empty, it will 
move, and when it passes through a certain volume (e.g. 50 mL), start the 
stopwatch. We will stop the stopwatch as soon as the gas inside is emptied. Once 
the measurement is finished, we turn key 1 by reconnecting the syringe to the gas 
circuit. Repeat the measurement of the time to empty the syringe at least four 
times. 
 

Figure 3: Second step in gas viscosity determination. Lead the gas from the syringe to the vacuum 
trap trough the capillary tube. 

At the end of all measurements, the vacuum key is closed and the key 3 is 
opened to the exterior. Change assembly (adjacent workstation) to measure the 
remaining gas. The ambient temperature of the laboratory and the atmospheric 
pressure must be recorded. 

Observations: Generally, the first measurement can differ from the following 
ones, either due to lack of familiarity with the handling of the equipment or due 
to air pollution inside it. 
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3. Calculations and Results  

1. Calculate the viscosity of the different gases, by means of the equation 2.  

2. Obtain the molecular diameter of the gases used, employing the equation 6.  

3. Using the molecular diameters obtained with equation 6, calculate the 
thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient for each of the gases used.  

4. Compare the values obtained for viscosity, molecular diameter, conductivity 
and diffusion coefficient with those that appear in the bibliography. 

5. Express the determined magnitudes with the proper error. 
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Objectives 

• Determination of the molecular mass of two
gases: nitrogen and carbon dioxide. 

• Verification of the validity range of the ideal
gas law for these two cases. 

Related Concepts: Ideal and real gases. State 
equations.  

1. Introduction

In the first approximation, the behavior of the gases can be described by the 
equation of state for ideal gases, which relates the pressure (p), volume (V), 
temperature (T) and amount of substance (n) of one particular gas.  

The amount of gas n, is expressed as the number of moles and is equal to m/M, 
where m is the mass of the gas present and M is the mass of one mole of gas. 
Thus, if the volume occupied by a known mass of gas is measured at a given 
pressure and temperature, the ideal gas equation (7), can be employed to estimate 
the molecular mass (molecular weight) of the gas. 

Under certain conditions the previous equation does not describe the behavior of 
gases correctly, and it’s necessary to resort to state equations that take into 
account the interactions among the molecules that compose it. Two of the most 
used equations to describe the behavior of real gases are the virial equation (9) 
and the van der Waals equation (10),  

(9) 

(10) 

Part II. Determination of the molecular mass 
using the law of ideal gases 
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2. Experimental Procedure 

There are two assemblies like the one shown in Figure 4, one connected to a 
nitrogen cylinder and the other to a carbon dioxide cylinder.  

 Figure 4: Experimental assembly for measuring the molecular mass of a gas. 

Step 1 (see Figures 4 and 5): In order to calculate the mass of the glass bulb, it 
must be weighed. For this, the vacuum pump is connected to the clock-switch 
located in the central service tower, and the vacuum key located in the lateral 
service tower is opened. The three-way key 4 must be turned so that it connects 
the circuit to the water trap, and key 5 must connect the trap to the pump. With 
key 2 closed and key 3 open, the bulb is evacuated by pumping for a period of 1 
to 2 minutes. Afterwards, keys 3 and 4 are closed. The bulb is disconnected from 
the vacuum line and weighed at least three times, previously cleaning the outer 
surface of the bulb before weighing. Once the mass of the empty bulb is 
determined, it is reconnected to the vacuum line. 

Figure 5: First step in gas weight determination. Procedure to empty the glass bulb. 

Before filling the bulb with the corresponding gas, verify that the professor has 
connected the gas station. Key 1 is then  placed in the position where the syringe 
is connected to the bulb and the gas circuit is isolated. The vacuum is connected 
for 1 more minute, checking that keys 3 & 4 are correctly positioned (see 
previous paragraph).  

Step 2 (see Figure 6): Key 1 is then placed in the position to connect the syringe 
with the gas circuit. To do this, first open the pressure reducer located in the 
service tower (turning clockwise) until it marks an overpressure of approx. 0.5-1 
bar. The stopcock is then opened by carefully filling the gas syringe up to 100 
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mL. The stopcock is closed, and the bulb is filled by turning key 1 so that it 
connects with the syringe and opening key 2.  

Figure 6. Second step in gas weight determination. Lead the gas from the supply to the syringe 

Step 3 (see Figure 7): Once the syringe is emptied, key 2 should be closed 
quickly, and key 4 is closed to eliminate the vacuum. Finally the bulb is 
disconnected from the line to proceed to weighing. Perform the weighing in 
triplicate, previously cleaning the external surface of the bulb. 

Figure 7. Third step in gas weight determination. Lead the gas from the syringe to the crystal bulb 
(in vacuum) 

 The bulb is replaced and the procedure is repeated three times before 
measuring the next gas.  
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3. Calculations and Results  

The mass of the gas contained in the bulb is determined from the difference 
between the average mass of the filled and empty bulb.  

 1.- From this data and the volume it occupies at the working pressure, determine 
the molecular mass of the gas using equation 7. Compare the results obtained 
with the values of the atomic mass tables. Determine possible sources of error. 

Table 1. Molecular mass determined using ideal gas law  

 

 2.- Check the accuracy provided by the ideal gas equation (7) in the working 
conditions (room temperature), recalculating the molecular mass through the 
equation of the virial (9) truncated to its second term. The value of B (T) can be 
obtained by means of this expansion: 
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 (11) 

The coefficients ai for nitrogen and carbon dioxide are shown in table 2.  

Table 2. Coefficients ai in cm3/mole, of the expansion of B(T) for N2 and CO2. 

 
 
 
 
3.- Repeat the previous section but using the van der Waals equation (10). The 
constants of this equation for nitrogen and carbon dioxide are shown in table 3 
 

Table 3. Constants of van der Waals equation for N2 and CO2. 

 

 

 

GAS 

V 
(mL) 

Mass empty 
(tare) 
(g) 

Mass Filled 
(gross weight)  

(g) 

Mass gas 
(net) 
(g) 

M 
(g.mol-1) 

  N2      
      
      
 Average      
 CO2      
      
      
 Average      

Gas a1 a2 a3 

N2 -4 -56 -12 
CO2 -127 -288 -118 

Gas a (bar L2 mol-2) b (L mol-1) 
N2 1.370 0.0387 

CO2 3.658 0.04286 
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4.PQuestions 

4.1.PPreliminary Questions 

1- Deduce equation (6) from (3) using (4) and (5). 
2- Look for the expressions that relate the thermal conductivity and the 

diffusion coefficient in gases with the diameter of the rigid sphere. 
3- Deduce the Poiseuille equation for the flow rate of a fluid through a capillary 

tube of radius r. 
4- The Poiseuille equation was deduced for an incompressible fluid. Can it be 

applied to gases? How is this fact taken into account? (Compare the 
equation used for liquids and gases). 

4.2. Post-laboratory Questions 

1. We can get an idea of the validity interval of the ideal gas equation (7) at 
room temperature, calculating the pressure at which the second term of the virial 
equation (9) introduces a significant correction, for example 1%, with respect to 
the value of the PV / RT ratio of the ideal gas. Calculate this pressure for the two 
gases used in this practical and explain the relative values based on the 
magnitude of the intermolecular forces in play in each of the gases. 

Apendix A. Material  

• H shaped base support.  

• Rod support, l=759 mm.  

• Syringe holder for gas with brake.  

• 100 mL gas syringe with three-way wrench.  

• Glass capillary tube, d=0.15 mm, l=98 mm and 100 mL balloon. 

• Water trap.  

• Vacuum pump.  

• Digital stopwatch , 1/100 s.  

• Barometer.  

• Thermometer.  

• Pressurized nitrogen.  

• Pressurized carbon dioxide.  

References 
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Objectives: The study shows the student the main methods of 
semi-empirical calculations. The PM3 method will be used to 
obtain the electronic structure and properties of the ground state, 
and the INDO/S method is used to obtain properties related to the 
excited states. The determination of these properties will allow the 
student to analyze the change in intramolecular electronic transfer 
(IET) that occurs in molecular wires with conjugated π spacers of 
different nature and length. The student will be able to establish 
the factors that facilitate the transport of electrons and, therefore, 
their ability to behave like good molecular wires. 
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1. Introduction  
Quantum Chemistry is, together with Spectroscopy, the main form of research at 
the molecular level; the former has the advantage that it’s able to determine 
molecular properties that in a conventional laboratory would be very complicated 
to measure. Some of these properties are: molecular geometries, especially in 
molecules whose structures are not available; relative energies, which indicate 
their stability; electrical and magnetic molecular properties or spectra. 
Thecalculation methods used for the study of electronic structure and molecular 
properties could be divided into two large groups: those that use semi-classical 
models, which include the Molecular Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics 
methods; and a second group related to methods using quantum-chemical models. 
Within this second group, we can differentiate between ab initio and semi-
empirical methods. We class ab initio methods as those that calculate exactly all 
the integrals appearing in the calculations, while in semi-empirical methods, some 
of them are not directly evaluated, but are adjusted using experimental data or 
values from ab initio calculations. In this practical, we will use two semi-empirical 
quantum-chemical methods in the study of conjugated polyenes and polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons. The main goal is to investigate how the electronic transfer 
capacity depends on its nature and length, in order to assess whether they can be 
used as molecular wires. We will use the PM3 method to obtain the geometric 
structure of the systems under study and the INDO/S method to calculate their 
electronic spectra. 

1.1. The INDO/S method  
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The INDO (Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap) method is an 
improvement of the CNDO method (Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap). 
Pople and collaborators developed the CNDO method in 1965. In order to 
calculate electronic spectra, Jaffé and Del Bene made a modification of the 
CNDO/2 method, which they called CNDO/S. This methodology was a great 
advance as it was not restricted to the calculation of π-electronic spectra. From the 
CNDO/S method, the INDO/S method was formulated, in which parameters were 
adjusted to reproduce the maximum absorption values instead of the origin of the 
absorption spectrum bands, as in the CNDO/S model. In both cases, the parameters 
were obtained from results at the CIS level, that is, an ab initio method implying 
the interaction of configurations with only monoexcitations. The two methods 
(CNDO/S and INDO/S), lead to similar energy values for the π → π∗ excitations 
in molecules containing hydrogen and other first series atoms. In contrast, the 
INDO/S method gives more satisfactory values in the calculation of n → 
π∗ excitations. In addition, the INDO/S method has been extended to practically 
all atoms of the periodic table, even including the lanthanide elements. In general, 
the INDO/S model reproduces the values of excitation energies below 40000 cm−1 
with an accuracy of about 2000 cm−1 with respect to the CIS level. However, this 
model is not able to adequately reproduce transitions that appear above 2 eV and 
below the first ionization potential. The values of the transition moment calculated 
at the INDO/S level are reasonably accurate for weak transitions, that is, for values 
below 0.2 for the oscillator strength, but they are usually too large for very intense 
bands. The inclusion of higher order excitations in the configuration interaction 
usually improves oscillator strength values. Nowadays, many research groups use 
the INDO/S model which can be applied to systems with a size of the order of 
1000 atoms. 

1.2. The PM3 method  

In 1975, Dewar and collaborators developed the MINDO/3 model, the third 
version of a modified INDO model. This model was developed to reproduce 
various experimental properties such as molecular geometries, formation heats, 
dipole moments and ionization potentials. In 1983, the first version of the MOPAC 
program was presented, containing the MINDO/3 and MNDO models. This 
program allowed geometric optimizations, the characterization of transition states 
using the "reaction coordinate", and the calculation of vibrational frequencies. In 
1985, Dewar developed the AM1 model (Austin Model 1). The most important 
improvement of this method with respect to the MNDO approach is the inclusion 
of a new term in order to correct the excess of repulsions at van der Waals 
distances.  
The PM3 (Parametric Method 3), introduced by Stewart in 1990, is a variation of 
the AM1, with a different procedure for determining the parameters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.3. Molecular wires 
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Molecular wires are essential components in molecular electronics, where they are 
used to connect functional units within an electronic circuit. They have a highly 
conjugated structure that facilitates the transfer of charge along the wire. There are 
many types of molecular wires, but the simplest ones are conjugated hydrocarbon 
chains since the delocalized π structure makes the conduction of electrons easy.  
A simple procedure to evaluate the possibilities of new materials as molecular 
wires is the study of intramolecular electronic transfer (IET) between the ends of 
the system when they act as a linker between a donor and acceptor (Figure 1). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Molecular wires as a linker between a donor (D) and an acceptor 
(A) 

The quantum-chemical study of the structural and electronic properties of these 
molecular systems leads to specific information on the electron transfer process of 
and the potential conductive capacity of the systems studied. Thus, 
 

• Molecular geometry: this provides information on the length of the CC 
bonds. In conjugated systems, the CC bond lengths indicate the level of 
delocalization in the π electron system between the ends of the molecular 
wire and, therefore, its ability to transfer electric charge through the 
molecule. 

• Dipole moment: this indicates the polarization of the electronic density 
produced by the intramolecular charge transfer, and provides information 
on the propensity and direction of the displacement of charge.  

• Frontier Molecular Orbitals (FMO): the shape and energy of the HOMO 
(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied 
Molecular Orbital) molecular orbitals are important parameters to evaluate 
the electronic transfer through a molecule. A HOMO of high energy 
indicates a molecule with a donor character and a LUMO of low energy 
suggests an acceptor character. The energy difference between HOMO and 
LUMO (gap) is a measure of electronic mobility. A smaller gap facilitates 
IET. 

• Electronic distribution and atomic charge (Q): the variations in charge 
between the donor, the bridge, and the acceptor in potential molecular wires 
can be used to analyze how intramolecular electronic transfer takes place 
and how favorable it is. 

• Electronic spectra: as the conjugation increases in polyenes, the energy 
difference between HOMO and LUMO decreases, absorbing at longer 
wavelengths. There is a bathochromic shift (redshift) of the optical 
transitions from UV to visible associated with a higher IET. In addition, 
charge transfer bands corresponding to a donor-acceptor transfer may 
appear. 

• Frontier Electron Indices: studying of the reactivity of molecular wires 
provides information about its interaction with other molecular units. Thus, 
the approach “frontier electron” gives information about the preferential 
sites where a reagent can attack, as well as the oxidizing and reducing 
character. 

D A MOLECULAR WIRE 

e- 
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Electrophilic and nucleophilic attack: an electrophilic reagent searches 
for electrons and will react with the electrons in the highest occupied orbital 
(HOMO), and it will do in the position where there is more electronic 
density  𝜌𝜌á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
2 = 2𝑐𝑐á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

2  
On the contrary, a nucleophilic reagent provides electrons, which will place 
in the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO), in the position with a greater 
capacity to accept them. 
 𝜌𝜌á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜ó𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

2 = 2𝑐𝑐á𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
2 . 

Oxidizing and reducing character: a reducing agent (electron donor) 
gives electrons and is oxidized in the process. The electrons are taken from 
its HOMO; therefore, better reducing agents have higher energy HOMOs. 
An oxidizing (an electron acceptor) receives electrons and is reduced. The 
electrons are put into its LUMO; accordingly, it will be better oxidizing 
agent if its LUMO is lower in energy. 
 

In this theoretical work, the intramolecular electronic transfer (IET) will be studied 
using semiempirical methods. The study includes conjugated polyene-type bridges 
(ethene, butadiene, and hexatriene) and aromatic polycyclic-type wires (benzene, 
naphthalene, and anthracene). In addition, the NH2 group will be used as a donor 
and the NO2 as an acceptor. Moreover, the IET will be examined as a function of 
the nature and length of the linker. 
 

2. Calculation procedure 

Determine the geometric and electronic structure, as well as the electronic 
absorption spectra of the following polyenes and aromatic polycycles:  
 
R1-(CH=CH)-R2, R1-(CH=CH)2-R2, R1-(CH=CH)3-R2, R1-C6H4-R2, R1-C10H6-R2 
and R1-C14H8-R2, con R1=NO2 y R2=NH2 located at the beginning and end of the 
chain (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Molecules under study. 

 
The first step is the determination of the molecular geometry with minimum 
energy. The geometry optimization will be carried out using the PM3 method. 
Once we arrive at the optimized geometry, we will compute the electronic 
absorption spectra using the INDO/S method. 

2.1. Geometry Optimization  
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 Program WINMOPAC 

 File → New    (red button)    Background  → White 

 Build the molecule: for linear polyenes select {sp2 (2H)}, adding as many 
groups as necessary; for aromatic cycles, build the molecule starting from a 
template(program models) {template}. At the beginning of the chain, add an NH2 
{sp3(2H)} group and at the end a NH2 {sp2(2H)} and replace the H atoms for O. 

 Measure the initial values of the carbon-carbon bond distances, bond angles, 
and dihedral angles, before and after optimizing the geometry in order to verify 
that they have been optimized. 
 

Go to the Information column  →   click Atom type (numbering) 

Choose Measure, select atom 1 and atom 2  →  distance between atoms 

In the same way, the bond angle (1-2-3) and the dihedral (1-2-3-4) are obtained 

 Optimize the geometry of the molecule with the PM3 method (MOPAC97 
program). 

The geometry can be optimized by choosing the Z-matrix option in the Edit 
column. 
 
The name of the molecule is written in Name and the keywords are chosen: 
 
- keywords (if more than one line, add “+” sign on the line 1): 
      PM3 EF PRECISE VECTORS ALLVEC BONDS LET GNORM=0.001 
- comments: your names 
- the name of the molecule (total 2 lines) 

 Apply and Accept 

 Calculation (Click Start) 

 Write down the values of energy, dipole moment, optimized distances, and 

atomic charges 

  Save the optimized molecule with the name of “molecule-opt.dat”. 

When performing the calculation, several files are generated; important 
information can be obtained from the files molecula.arc and molecula.out 
 

 To represent  MOs  → lnformation Menu  →  Molecular Orbital 

 Represent schematically the molecular orbital diagram. Indicate the energy 
and symmetry of each orbital, as well as its type σ or π. The file molecula.out 
contains the MOs. Remember that the σ molecular orbitals are a combination of 
atomic orbital s and p (s-s, p-p, s-p or p-s), while the π orbitals are combination of 
atomic orbitals p perpendicular to the bond axis.    

 Analyze the shape of the molecular orbitals of type π : H-1, H, L, L+1. 
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At the optimized geometry, determine the electronic absorption spectrum with 
the INDO/S method. 

2.2. Calculation of Excited States. Absorption Spectrum  

 Open the file “molecule-opt.dat”.  

 Choose the MOS-F program in “Z-matrix (edit)”, in the method: “INDO/S”, in 
the calculation type: “difference electron density”. Apply and Accept. Calculation 
(Start), Information → Excited States, enter “coord=Mcart” in keywords. 

 Open the file molécula-opt.oms to obtain the Table of electronic transitions 
that includes the ∆E between states, oscillator strength, composition of 
transitions, etc.  
  
 To obtain the graph of oscillator strength versus λ (nm) for each of the 
transitions ⇨ If “Excited States” is active in the Information Menu, cut the 
corresponding graph directly. 
 

Alternative: Open the molecule-opt.wms file with the WinMOPAC program 
and if “Excited States” is active in the Information Menu, cut the corresponding 
graph directly. 
 

3. Results 

3.1. Geometric and electronic structure of molecular wires 

Determine and discuss the geometric and electronic structure of each of the 

molecules studied with the help of figures and tables. Dedicate a section for each 

molecule studied including the following information: 

 
1- Representation of the optimized molecule with numbered atoms, in order 

to easily refer to them in the tables and in the text. Indicate the plane in 

which the C atoms are located in order to analyze the MO. 

2- Table with the heat of formation, total PM3 energy, core-core repulsion, 

and optimized geometric parameters. Discuss the different bond orders. 

3- Table with the dipole moment and atomic charges. Explain the direction 

of the dipole moment and analyze the variation in charges along the 

molecule. 

4- Energy diagram of molecular orbitals including only the highest occupied 

and lowest virtual (range of energies of -13.00 eV <EOM<1.90 eV). 

Indicate the symmetry of each orbital (σ or π), the HOMO and LUMO, 

and calculate the gap energy.   

5- Representation of MOs H-1, H, L, L + 1 in a single figure. Analyze the 

shape of the molecular orbitals and their spatial distribution. 
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6- Representation of the electronic absorption spectrum. 

7- Table of the most important allowed electronic transitions including: 

excitation energy (nm), oscillator strength, and description of transitions 

by identification of the MOs involved (HL, H-1L,...). Remember 

that the description of the MOs is in the file molecule.out. Compare with 

the experimental spectra of the polyenes and polycycles, without the 

donor and acceptor groups. 

3.2. IET in conjugated polyenic wires  

Using the previously obtained information, analyze how the IET varies with the 

length of the polyene. Compare dipole moments, atomic charges of the carbons 

attached to the donor and acceptor groups, bond conjugation, gap values, and 

bathochromic shift of the UV spectrum transitions. 

 

1- Collect the information of the three molecules in a single table to 

facilitate the comparison. Discuss the evolution of the dipole moment, 

charge, and conjugation with the chain length. 

2- Represent the evolution of HOMO and LUMO energies as a function of 

the length of the polyene in a diagram and discuss it. 

3- Analyze the evolution of the redox properties. How does the oxidizing 

and reducing character vary with the length of the polyene? 

4- Analyze the evolution of the optical properties with the length of the 

polyene. 

5- Determine the proper position in the molecular wire for an electrophilic 

and nucleophilic attack taking into account the calculated atomic charges 

and the electronic densities obtained with the “frontier electron” method. 

Discuss the applicability of the latter. 

3.3. IET in aromatic polycyclic wires  

From the information on the electronic structures and the spectra from the previous 

sections, analyze how the IET changes with the number of rings fused in the 

aromatic polycycles. Follow the same procedure as described above. 

 

 

 

3.4. Effect of the nature of the π system on the IET  
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Make a comparative analysis of the IET in the two types of wires studied, linear 

and cyclic, as a function of their nature and length. Discuss what type of wire 

seems to be most efficient for the design of electronic devices on a nanometric 

scale. 

4. Questions  

4.1 Preliminary Questions 

1- Calculate the number of electrons and MOs occupied for each molecule. 

 
2- Calculate the number of occupied and virtual MOs in the PM3 calculation, and 

predict the HOMO and LUMO in each molecule. 

 
3- Find the experimental distance C-C in ethane (single bond), in ethene (double 

bond), and in butadiene; analyze the differences. Give the values with your 

bibliographic reference. 

 
4- Find the experimental UV spectrum of ethene, t-butadiene, 1,3,5-hexatriene, 

benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene, giving the wavelength and intensity of the 

most important absorption bands. 

4.2 Post-laboratory Questions 

1- How does conjugation change in the compounds studied by increasing the 

length of the chain? 

2- What effect does π−conjugation have on the UV absorption bands?  

3- How does the length of the chain affect the color of the compound forming the 

molecular wire? Predict the colors of the different compounds. 

4- Which compound of those studied has a higher IET? Why? 
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